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Reduction of NO emissions from a VOC
recuperative incinerator by dilution of the fuel supply
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Ecole des Mines d’Albi-Carmaux, Laboratoire de Gee!nie de Procee!dee!s des Solides Divisee!s, UMR

CNRS 2392, Campus Jarlard, route de Teillet, 81013 Albi CT cedex 09, France

Abstract

This work demonstrates the possibility of reducing NO emissions from an ‘‘in vein’’ gas burner using a
simple and easy to operate technique: the addition of air or of an inert gas to the burner fuel gas feed. A
reduction by 30% can be obtained with air; more than 60% of NO can be avoided using an inert gas. Several
interpretations are proposed to explain the observed reductions in NO emissions. By running the burner at a
high load and using the technique of fuel gas dilution, both CO andNO emissions can be efficiently lowered.
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1. Introduction

Recuperative incineration is a process largely used today for the destruction of volatile organic
compounds (VOC) present in air streams, prior to their release to the atmosphere [1,2]. The
process consists of increasing the temperature of the flow to circa 750 !C and maintaining this
temperature for typically 0.5–1 s, to enable the full oxidation of VOCs into CO2 and H2O [3]. This
temperature increase is achieved partly by heat recovery from the flue gas, to reach a temperature
of about 350 !C. The energy to reach 750 !C is supplied partly by the combustion of VOC
compounds, but this must be supplemented by the combustion of natural gas (NG) in practical
applications. For this purpose, an in-stream gas burner is installed inside the incinerator upstream
of the incineration chamber, where gases will remain for 0.5–1 s. The temperature homogenisation
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in a cross-section of the combustion chamber is enhanced by the addition of two diaphragms
placed above and below the burner wings. These diaphragms generate two large eddies down-
stream the burner, which mix the hot gases from the burner with the preheated air flow that
crosses the air veins [4]. The general assembly of a recuperative incinerator is depicted in Fig. 1.

This process has the advantage that it can treat large air fluxes in a small volume, and above all
that it can accept large fluctuations in the VOC concentration: it is able to accept a range of 2–20
gm!3 at STP [5]. Other features of this reactor, where no catalyst and no porous medium for heat
recovery is used, are long life and a very low maintenance cost.

The main performance criterion of such a reactor is the NG consumption to reach the desired
VOC destruction efficiency; this target can vary between 95% and 99.999%, depending on the
VOC nature and toxicity [3,5]. Nevertheless, the process is also responsible for the emission of CO
and NO species; the concentrations of these two ‘‘secondary pollutants’’ in the flue gas are per-
formance criteria that must be taken into account [4].

Carbon monoxide is an intermediate specie produced during the thermal degradation of VOCs,
and then oxidised in the combustion chamber. It is typically maintained below 80 ppmv (or 100
mgm!3 at STP), but can exceed thousands of ppm if the incinerator temperature is decreased by
several tens of degrees only [4].

The formation of NO in high temperature flames has been extensively studied in the past. One
can refer to classical references in the domain [6–8]. However, few studies were devoted to the
examination of NO formation by burners of this type [4,9]. NO species can be produced only by
the thermal or prompt NO mechanisms, since neither the NG nor the VOCs contain nitrogen. The
wings of these burners classically consist of flat ‘‘plates’’ perforated with several mm diameter
holes, through which part of the air flow is directed towards the flame zone of the burner. This air
mixes with the NG that is injected upstream on the burner axis. It can be easily observed that
small flames are formed, attached to each perforation of the wings. Stansel [9] has shown that NO
is formed by those flames that are close to the NG injection. Downstream of the burner wings, a
large turbulent flame can be observed, that occupies a volume as high as the burner!s wings ap-
erture, and 3–4 time as long as this aperture.

The design of the burners e.g. the angle between the wings, and the number, diameter and
position of the perforations is the result of numerous comparative tests that were carried on with
the objective to minimise NO emissions while maintaining a stable flame.
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Fig. 1. General assembly of a VOC recuperative incinerator. (1) Burner; (2) diaphragms; (3) combustion chamber;
(4) thermal insulation; (5) flow straightener; (6) air veins.



On the basis of this, and with the aim to reduce NO emissions further, it was postulated that
one simple way could be to dilute the NG by addition of a non-reactive gas before it is fed to the
burner. It can a priori be expected that the decrease in LHV of the fuel should lead to less intense
combustion and to less hot local high temperature zones.

In this work, the emissions of NO from a VOC incinerator have been quantified while in-
creasing quantities of dilution gas were added to the NG feed. The dilution gas was alternatively
air or nitrogen. Very significant decrease of NO emissions were observed.

Additional tests were carried on with the burner as the only source of energy, e.g. without VOC
in the air flow. The NO emissions are again largely decreased. These tests demonstrate that the
principle of dilution of a NG fuel supply by addition of a non-fuel gas can be applied to processes
other than recuperative incineration.

2. Experimental section

The tests were carried on in a pilot scale VOC incinerator fitted with a 320.360 mm2 cross-
section, 3 m long combustion chamber. The burner has a 80 mm large 300 mm long aperture, and
can generate 75 thermal kW at full load.

Air preheating is initiated using a flue gas/air heat exchanger, and completed with a 25 kW
electrical heater, to ensure a stable and controlled preheating temperature.

Liquid VOCs were atomised into the air flow downstream of the electrical preheater to reliably
achieve a constant concentration.

Fig. 2. General view of the VOC incinerator.



The NG flow rate and the dilution gas flow rate were measured and controlled by mass flow
meters/controllers. The air flow rate was measured by a diaphragm and controlled by adjusting
the fan rotation speed. Fig. 2 gives a general view of the installation. The flue gas was sampled at
the exit of the combustion chamber by a water-cooled sampling probe. The concentrations in O2,
CO2, CO and NO were quantified continuously.

As a result of the careful instrumentation of the incinerator, good repeatability in the experi-
ments was possible. The concentration of species in the flue gas did not deviate by more than 5%
when a test was repeated several times.

3. Results

3.1. Case of the incineration of VOC

A first serial of tests was realised with a constant air flow of 468 m3 h!1 at STP containing 9.1
gm!3 (at STP) of ethylene acetate, one of the most common VOCs in industrial applications. This
flow was preheated to 376 !C before entering the combustion chamber. The burner was fed with
5.82 m3 h!1 (at STP) of NG in all tests; this results in a 762 !C temperature of the flue gas. At these
reference conditions, the NO concentration in the flue gas was 21.9 ppmv.

The NG was then diluted by addition of increasing quantities of air, without changing the NG
flow rate. We have plotted in Fig. 3 the NO concentration in the flue gas as a function of the flow
rate of dilution gas, expressed in non-dimensional form by dividing it by the volumetric NG flow
rate. The plot indicates a monotonic reduction in NO emissions as the dilution ratio is increased.
The NO emissions are reduced by approximately one third for the highest dilution ratio. We
suspect at this stage that the decrease in NO concentration is not simply due to the dilution of the
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Fig. 3. NO fraction at the exit of the combustion chamber for increasing dilution ratio, using (!) air and (}) N2 for the
case of VOC incineration.



flue gas by the dilution air which comprises as a maximum 1.2% of the main air flow, and the flue
gas temperature decrease is not measurable.

The combustion chamber was fitted with two ‘‘double glazing’’ quartz windows placed on the
top and on one of the lateral faces, so that the flame could be observed. When the NG is not
diluted, a blue flame can be observed downstream the burner wings; its height is that of the wings
at the beginning, and decreases down to zero at a distance of 3–4 burner apertures. As the dilution
ratio is increased, the flame shape is not affected drastically, but the flames tends to shorten down
to 2 or 3 burner apertures, and to intensify inside the volume defined by the burner wings.

We have then characterised the effect of NG dilution by an inert gas N2, instead of air. The
results are also plotted in Fig. 3. A decrease in NO concentration is again observed, to a greater
extent than in the case of dilution by air: up to 2/3 of the NO can be suppressed. The observation
of the flame gave the same trends as in the case of dilution by air.

3.2. Case of the combustion of NG only

A second set of experiments was then carried out in order to characterise the NO emissions
from the burner itself. The main air flow rate was 500 m3 h!1 (at STP), and the preheating
temperature was maintained at 400 !C; these conditions are very similar to that of the first test
series. The NG flow rate had to be increased to 8.52 m3 h!1 (at STP) to compensate for the ab-
sence of VOC, so that the flue gas temperature reached 725 !C.

At these reference conditions for the case of NG combustion only, the concentration of NO in
the flue gas was 44.1 ppmv.

The NG was then diluted with an increasing quantity of air until extinction of the flame oc-
cured. The impact on NO emissions can be assessed from Fig. 4, where a decrease in NO emis-
sions is again observed. Extinction occurs at a dilution ratio of 1.34.
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Fig. 4. NO fraction at the exit of the combustion chamber for increasing dilution ratio, using (j) air and (r) N2 for the
case of the burner alone.



When N2 is used as the dilution gas, NO emissions are again decreased, more efficiently than
when air is used. The extinction of the flame occurs suddenly for a dilution ratio of 1.16. As far as
the flame aspect is concerned, the same behaviour is observed as in the first series of tests; no
particular effect on the flame can be observed before it is blown away.

4. Discussion

A number of interpretations are proposed below to explain the reduction in NO observed when
NG is diluted with air or N2. The discussion is based upon the comparison between the situations
of no dilution, and addition of N2 or air, with a dilution ratio of 1.

The addition of a dilution gas to the NG feed impacts on a number of phenomena. The direct
consequence is that the velocity of the jets in the NG burner is increased, being doubled in the case
of a dilution ratio of 1. The mixing of the fuel gas with air coming through the burner!s wings is
probably enhanced. In general, intensifying the mixing efficiency tends to increase the flame
temperature, and consequently the burner NO emissions.

The burner is fed with three different flows: the NG flow (fuel) which is constant, the air flow
coming through the burner wings, which is also constant, and the additional dilution flow. The air
flow rate through the wings can be estimated. As a first approach, we can assume that the main air
flow is distributed between the burner wings and the veins in proportion to the surfaces offered by
the perforation of the wings and the veins surface respectively. Under this assumption, the air flow
crossing the wings represents 18% of the main air flow rate. This percentage has been confirmed
by a full hydrodynamic simulation of the incinerator that indicated a value of 15%. The bulk
equivalence ratio (U), which is defined below, is 0.907. The combustion is globally fuel poor, but
close to stoichiometric.

U ¼
mfuel

mair
actual

mfuel

mair
stoichiometric

When a dilution gas is added (dilution ratio¼ 1), U is decreased to 0.83. The theoretical adi-
abatic flame temperature is directly linked to U; the injection of air or N2, already present in
excess, will decrease its value from 2261 to 2129 !C. It is known that due to the thermal exchanges
between the flame and its environment, the actual flame temperature is much lower than this, and
is closer to 1500 !C, a temperature that can be considered as a temperature threshold for NO
formation [3,10]. This decrease in the flame temperature of approximately 130 !C can therefore
explain the observed reduction in NO emissions in both cases of dilution by N2 and of dilution by
air.

One can also consider the evolution with time of the local values of the equivalence ratio,
starting from the NG injection point. In the case of no dilution, the local richness is infinity at the
injection point, and decreases to a value of 0.907 that would be reached if all the gases fed to
the burner mixed without combustion. When the NG is diluted with air or N2, U is only 9.9 at the
injection point, and subsequently decreases to 0.83. These two evolutions have been represented in
Fig. 5.



The above consideration would imply that the situations of adding air or N2 were equivalent.
Nevertheless, if one considers the rates of the combustion reaction of NG and of the formation
NO, the relevant quantities to be considered are the concentrations of the species. We will express
them below as molar fractions X. When no dilution is operated, XCH4

decreases from 1 at the
injection point down to a final value of 0.086 that would result from the mixing of all the gases fed
to the burner. When a dilution ratio of 1 is used, the initial XCH4

is only 0.5, and would decrease to
0.0796. This evolution is also represented in Fig. 5. The dilution, by lowering XCH4

at any location,
probably leads to a decrease in the local combustion rates, and consequently to a decrease in the
local flame intensities and temperatures.

Oxygen will act both on the kinetics of CH4 oxidation and on NO formation. In the case of
pure CH4 feed, XO2

increases from 0 at the injection to 0.192 (if no combustion occurred). With
N2 as diluent, XO2

increases from 0 to 0.177. In the case of dilution with air, oxygen is present
from the initial time with XO2

¼ 0:105, and would increase up to 0.193 if no combustion occurred.
These evolutions have been represented in Fig. 5. It is clear that when air is used as the dilution
gas, XO2

is higher at the beginning of the combustion. This enhances more rapid oxidation of the
NG, and consequently higher local temperatures, which will enhance NO formation. In this case,
the formation of NO is additionally enhanced by a more rapid reaction rates resulting from higher
XO2

.
The results, grouped together in Fig. 5, indicate that none of the three situations––no dilution,

addition of N2 and addition of air––are similar. It is not possible here to distinguish the contri-
bution of the different factors affected by the dilution to increase or decrease NO emissions. The
dilution of the flame zone with the air or nitrogen decreases the adiabatic flame temperature, so
that less NO is formed in both cases. In the case of dilution with air, the presence of oxygen at the
very beginning of the combustion is likely to enhance thermal NO formation through two
mechanisms: the increase in the combustion kinetics and the increase in NO formation reaction
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starting from the fuel gas injection point.



rate. This is probably the reason why less NO is observed when N2 is used as the dilution gas than
when air is used.

The emissions in NO can also be expressed as an NO emission index, NOEI, defined as the
mass of NO produced for one kg of NG burned, in gNO kg!1

CH4
[11,12]. When the burner is fed at

17· 10!4 kg s!1 of NG (burner alone), the NOEI is 4.86. These values can be compared with the
results of Stansel [9], conducted on a burner with very similar design. The values they report for
NOEI range between 0.5 and 3 gNO kg!1

CH4
. The high values we obtain are probably a consequence

of the high thermal power density in our case, 0.0708 gNG s!1 m!2 as compared with the maximum
thermal power density they employed: 0.0314 gNG s!1 m!2. The thermal power density used here is
the ratio between the NG flow rate––that determines the thermal power––and the burner aperture
area (height · length). The authors indeed demonstrate that the NOEI increases when the fuel flow
rate is increased; for a given burner, increasing the fuel flow rate increases the thermal power
density. This result was used here to enable the comparison between burners of different sizes.

Fig. 6 shows that the addition of air in the NG can reduce by 30% approximately the NOEI.
Using N2 can reduce the NOEI to less than 1 in the case of the incineration of VOC, which
represents only one third of the nominal emissions.

NOEI decrease to 3.30 when the burner is fed at 11.6 · 10!4 kg s!1 of NG (COV+burner). This
can be explained by the lower power density used.

The emissions of CO have also to be considered. During the reference test for the burner alone
(no VOC), the CO emission index is 1.1 gCO kg!1

CH4
. When dilution of the NG is operated, with air

or with N2, the COEI does not exceed 1.3 gCO kg!1
CH4

. These values are very low as compared with
the results from Stansel who registered values ranging between 5 and 50 gCO kg!1

CH4
. We think that

the low values obtained with our burner are due to the high power density used, as mentioned
before. This probably results in a higher flame temperature––which generates more NO––but
which also oxidizes CO into CO2 more efficiently.
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During the tests for VOC incineration, the COEI was slightly increased when the dilution ratio
was increased. This is illustrated in Fig. 7. The globally higher values are probably due to the
lower load for the burner when VOC is incinerated at lower power density in the burner and
consequently with less efficient oxidisation of CO. The dilution of the NG, by decreasing the flame
temperature, reduces further the oxidisation of CO. The dilution with air increases the O2 content
of the flame zone, and helps in the destruction of CO as compared with the case of dilution by N2.

5. Conclusion

We have demonstrated that the addition to the NG feed of the burner of air or of an inert gas,
is a very efficient way to reduce NO emissions. This was established both in the case of the burner
alone, and in the case of the utilisation of the burner for VOC oxidation purposes. The reduction
is circa 30% for the addition of air, and 60% approximately for the addition of N2.

In both cases of addition of air or N2, the NO reduction can be explained by a decrease in the
adiabatic flame temperature and by the decrease in local mass fraction of CH4 at any location
inside the burner, which slows down its oxidation and reduces local temperatures. Air leads to less
efficient NO reductions than N2 probably because its presence at the very beginning of the
combustion accelerates the oxidation of CH4 and increases the local combustion temperature.
This presence of air in larger quantities also accelerates the rate of the NO formation reaction. It
should be noted that the concept of fuel injection recirculation (FIR) is known to be more efficient
for NOx reduction than classical flue gas recirculation (FGR) in some practical applications. This
is nevertheless not observed in laboratory scale devices [13]. The authors conclude that the NOEI
might be controlled, in practical applications, by mixing effects and not by kinetics.

When the burner was run at a high power density, two consequences were a low COEI and a
high NOEI. The dilution technique leads to a very efficient burner, by reducing the NOEI while
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Fig. 7. Evolution of COEI versus the dilution ratio, using (!) air or (}) nitrogen, in the case of VOC incineration.



not increasing the COEI. In the VOC incineration application, the COEI is increased from
6 gCO kg!1

CH4
to approximately 14 gCO kg!1

CH4
, which remains a very good performance.

By operating with dilution ratios lower than one, the flame stability is not affected.
This NO reduction principle is similar in some ways to recirculation of flue gases. It can be seen

as a reduction of the LHV of the fuel, and can be generalised to any other ‘‘vein burner’’, since the
flame stability can be guaranteed. The application of this principle is very easy, since no modi-
fication is required to the burner or to the installation using it, with the need only for some ex-
ternal pipe connections. For practical applications, any flue gas containing small quantities of
oxygen could be added to the fuel feed, in order to save the cost of an industrial N2 supply.
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